
This isn’t like any speech I’ve given before, because this ones about me and all of us 

Many people say that today is the day you start your journey, but the journey began a long

time ago, today just happens to be the day where the path we’ve been travelling on splits into

130 idiosyncratic roads. 

For most of us, as much as we’ve dreaded school, we’ve also known that there is something so

magnificent about this place that it was all of ours home. In this home we had our own

separate corners, the corners that defined us, for some it was the sports field for some the

music room for some the hefty bunking spots that I promise not to reveal and for some it was

the back of football ground or was it the infirmary, oops. For me it is the very place that I am

standing at, this very dais. Surprisingly enough, nearly a decade ago when I first put foot into

this institution, I was exceptionally coy, oh how we all would have devoured that but sadly

enough you have my 4th grade class teacher to blame. And since then, well here I am.  

Today, I stand here as the personification of conflictedness, though swamped in the puddle of

emotions, deep down I know that life includes outgrowing the places that we’ve known forever

and moving on while carrying a part of it within us. The amount of affection, support and

knowledge all of you teachers have showered upon me and all of us, is immeasurable and we

are forever grateful. Of course, I don’t have the time to name each one of you and how you’ve

impacted my life but I am gonna find you all individually and thank you along with my friends

who I love so much, I am gonna give you the biggest hug.

I've tried to put a name on what we all are feeling. It has to do with fear, of the unknown, of

change.

It's wrapped up in memory, being in the places, that have contained your life. It has the sense

of too-soon nostalgia, as if I deeply long for what's right in front of me. Then a friend said it,

loss.

All of our memories are wrapped up in each other. It's the greatest gift this place has given us,

and it's part of our loss today.

Right at this moment, we all are flushed with doubts, apprehensions, fears, excitement but

unsureity, and somehow feeling this whole different weight on our shoulders to be someone,

some one great, someone extraordinary. So, to end my little memoir as I like to call it, I’d say

“Disappoint people. Make choices that make people wonder if you’ve lost your mind. Fly off the

handle. Learn to be alone but learn to be with others too. Smile when you’re sad, just confuse

them. Live a good life. Be kind when you can and understanding when you can’t. Be

irreplaceable, undefeatable, incorrigible. Do all the small things with grace, laughter and an

unshaken belief in what’s to come. You are electric, never ceasing. You’ll be fine. 

Thank you, thanks for everything. Can’t wait to see how all of our stories turn out. 
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